2001 oldsmobile alero oil filter

Equipped with high-density synthetic blend media and wear-resistant components, these oil
filters are ideally designed for various driving condi We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Oil Filter part. Shop Oldsmobile
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Type. Then,you have to deal with the old oil and filter. I could think of a more productive. But
how do you know when your oil filter needs to be changed exactly? The information it obtains is
sent to the PCM in the form of a voltage value or signal. However, you must be careful when
draining out hot oil as you can burn yourself. Also, around half a quart of oil may still remain in
the upper parts of the engine. Knowing how. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence.
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Accessibility Statement. When it comes time for an oil change on your Alero, just any old oil
won't do. General Motors -- the parent company of Oldsmobile -- provides oil viscosity and type
recommendations based on the climate you live in. And there's good reason for this: The colder
the temperature gets, the more work is required to get the oil moving through the engine. For
this reason, GM recommends lower viscosity oil for use in colder climates to prevent damage to
the engine when starting it in cold temperatures. In temperatures above 0 degrees F, General
Motors recommends two types of oil for your Alero. The preferred oil is American Petroleum
Institute-certified 5W conventional engine oil. The optional oil in this temperature is API-certified
10W conventional engine oil. In extreme cold areas, where the temperatures fall below degrees
F, GM has special oil recommendations for your Alero: synthetic, API-certified 5W engine oil, or
a conventional 0W API-certified engine oil. The Alero has two available engines: a 2. The 2.
Always double-check the oil level, using the dipstick, after filling the engine with oil. Justin
Cupler is a professional writer who has been published on several websites including
CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has worked in the professional automotive repair field as a
technician and a manager since He has a certificate in broadcast journalism from the
Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying mechanical engineering at
Saint Petersburg College. Oil Capacity The Alero has two available engines: a 2. Writer Bio
Justin Cupler is a professional writer who has been published on several websites including
CarsDirect and Autos. After normal business hours sales Not your vehicle? Please click the
"Add to Cart" button and select the suggested quantities on the following page. Then click
Checkout after you have added the last item to the cart. Multiple oils or filters may be
compatible with your vehicle below. Synthetic oil is manufactured to have fewer impurities. It
burns cleaner and keeps your vehicle engine free of sludge and depositsâ€”a win for both your
vehicle and the environment. Those quick lube places will not put Amsoil in your vehicle
because they know they will lose a customer since you will not have to change your motor oil
that often anymore! Change your motor oil and order now! If your mechanic declines to put a
synthetic oil or any oil you take to him or her, then it is time to look up another mechanic on
Yelp or Google. There are plenty of reputable auto shops in your area that will put in the oil of
your choice. We hope you choose Amsoil and thank you for visiting Search For Parts! If you're
looking for another year, make or model instead of this Oldsmobile ALERO motor oil, try one of
these similar models below. We try to keep one page for each model vehicle. To decrease
engine wear, opt for synthetic motor oil rather than conventional. Synthetic oil is manufactured,
so it lacks impurities. It burns cleaner and keeps your engine free of sludge and deposits. Your
Vehicle's Information. Amsoil has your back! Bullet proof your Alero's engine! With filter 4.
Amsoil backs up all claims with proof! Support American Oil! It has advanced synthetic
technology that resists chemical breakdown for maximum wear protection for your vehicle
which is well beyond the traditional 3,mile oil change interval. Protect your transmission and
avoid costly repairs. This fluid has an advanced formula to give awesome top-notch protection
under harsh operating conditions. Transmission repairs are expensive so protect your vehicle
with this great fluid! Change interval based on your Alero's recommendation. Protect
heavy-duty transmissions with this made in the USA oil. Follow the service interval in your
owner's manual. Protect your Oldsmobile. Transmission filters Product Name Product
Description Product WIX Transmission Filter Use Wix transmission filters to protect your
Oldsmobile Alero's transmission from harmful contaminants in your Oldsmobile's transmission
fluid system while proper filtration reduces wear and prevents sticking. Lasts up to , miles or
five years! Related Products. Toggle navigation menu. Free catalog Become a dealer. Links
about Amsoil Car lookup guide Privacy Policy. Save time and money and costly repairs at the
auto shop! Protect your Alero with the best synthetic oil! This is the best oil filter for your

Oldsmobile Alero and is designed to last up to 25k normal conditions or 15k miles severe
conditions or 1 year, whichever comes first. Superior fuel cleansing for your Oldsmobile Alero
and it will prevent pump wear, injector clogging, premature engine wear while helping boost
your Alero's fuel economy! M86 5-SPD 3. Amsoil's Signature Series Multi-Vehicle Synthetic
automatic transmission fluid is made to blow the doors off any regular or conventional ATF
fluids on the market and our oil surpasses the performance needs of most vehicles. Outsanding
protection and resists varnish! Awesome protection under extreme temperature! If a lighter
viscosity is needed then this automatic transmission fluid provides top-notch protection!
Recommended for Toyota, Ford, and General Motors transmissions. You will get the same
awesome protection as Amsoil's Signature Series Multi-Vehicle automatic transmission fluid.
Use Wix transmission filters to protect your Oldsmobile Alero's transmission from harmful
contaminants in your Oldsmobile's transmission fluid system while proper filtration reduces
wear and prevents sticking. Lasts in your Oldsmobile Alero for up to , miles or five years!
Search our online oil filter catalog and find the lowest priced discount auto parts on the web.
We sell wholesale to the public. We specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car parts and
accessories for your car, truck or SUV. Call toll free to order or place your order online via our
secure checkout system. Our online parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so you can be
assured the parts you buy are in stock at the time of ordering. Most orders are shipped the
same day. They are available for the following Oldsmobile Alero years: , , , , , , 04, 03, 02, 01, 00,
This part is also sometimes called Oldsmobile Alero Filters. I was surprised by how soon they
got to my house. Just don't send your order in until you are SURE that you didn't make any
mistakes because t The Volvo parts that I purchased arrived on time as expected. All parts were
accurately accounted for. The prices at PartsGeek are very reasonable if compared to local
auto-part stores. If i ever n Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Anti-Drain Back Valve Yes. Extra Guard is engineered for extended performance that
meets all manufacturers' recommended change intervals. Product SKU: W Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: Light Duty. Bosch Oil Filter. Features: Exclusive media
technology screens out more harmful contaminants for greater engine protection Strong steel
base plates and housings prevent warpage, leaks and poor fit Silicone anti-drain back valve
ensures supply of clean oil when the car is started High lubricity gasket design provides a tight
seal, yet easy removal Metal spiral-wound center tube reinforces internal strength for durability.
Product SKU: Features: Exclusive media technology screens out more harmful contaminants
for greater engine protection Stronger steel baseplates and housings prevent warpage, leaks
and poor fit Silicone anti-drain back valve where applicable ensures a supply of clean oil when
you start your car High lubricity gasket design provides a tight seal, yet easy removal
Double-locked rolled seam forms a leak free canister. Features: Direct Fit Replacement Guaranteed to fit and function for your specific application Quality Tested - built to a strict level
of product standards. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Read more reviews. Catalog: F.
Vehicle Engine Oldsmobile Alero. Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Catalog: C. Catalog: P. Catalog: H.
Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: N. In recent years the sporty looks and affordable price of
Oldsmobile cars have featured agile driver control and great gas mileage. Better driving is no
problem with after-market devices made to operate with the power systems and front end
components. An Oil Filter requires recurrent upkeep to provide superior vehicle efficiency. A
clean Oil Filter is necessary to the performance of a car or truck's oil system because it keeps
the engine oil decontaminated. An Oil Filter is used on every car to filter your oil before it is
used in the engine, in an attempt to get rid of pollutants that may hurt the motor. Oil Filters keep
foreign particles from building up in the oil system of your vehicle. Generally the Oil Filter is
made of paper or cotton fibers and must be replaced at the same time you have an oil change in
order to extend engine life. Great experience! Consistent communication of status. Great
Delivery in terms of price and schedule. I would try them first before any other vendor. Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket
within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See
customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek
always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Custom Cruiser. Cutlass Calais. Cutlass
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Oldsmobile Valve Cover. Click to Enlarge. Features: Light Duty. Anti-Drain Back Valve No. Extra
Guard is engineered for extended performance that meets all manufacturers' recommended
change intervals. Pallet Layer Quantity Features: Full-Flow Lube Spin-on. Anti-Drain Back Valve
Yes. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. MediaType Enhanced
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
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Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
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